Gilbert Heights Elementary
Safe Routes to School Strategies Report
Updated January 2009
Introduction
The Portland Office of Transportation (PDOT) initiated a Safer Routes to School (SR2S)
engineering review for Gilbert Heights Elementary with a walkabout on November 2nd, 2006. At
that meeting the concerns of school representatives, parents and students were described and a
walking tour around the school and on adjacent streets and school travel routes was conducted.
This report is a description of traffic conditions investigated around Gilbert Heights Elementary,
with emphasis on concerns identified during the investigation, and a global list of potential
strategies for consideration and further review.
Gilbert Heights Elementary is located in a low-density neighborhood made up primarily of
single-family residences. As with much of southeast Portland, lower density residential land uses
are steadily being re-developed into higher density residential uses. Also common with southeast
Portland is an incomplete grid of streets, many missing curb and sidewalk. The lack of alternate
pathways tends to concentrate traffic on existing through streets. With the expected increase in
homes over the next several years, local traffic concerns are also expected to increase.
Figure 1. Area Map

SCHOOL

SE Holgate and Harold to the south, Powell Blvd to the north, 122nd to the west and 136th
Avenue to the east represent the major barrier roads to students walking or riding their bikes to
Gilbert Heights Elementary.
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Powell Blvd and 122nd are classified as Major City Traffic streets. The primary purpose of a
Major City Traffic street is the movement of auto traffic. SE Holgate, Harold and 136th Avenue
are classified as Neighborhood Collector streets. Neighborhood Collectors are streets where auto
and non-auto needs are considered equal. The remaining streets in Gilbert Heights Elementary
School’s service area are classified as Local Service streets. Local Service streets are intended to
provide pathways between private homes and higher classified streets and preference is often
given to pedestrian needs. In addition to traffic classifications each street in Portland also has
designations for pedestrians, bicycles, transit, freight and emergency response. These
designations will be discussed as needed when considering specific concerns on those streets.
Below is a list of concerns that were felt to deter parents from allowing students to walk, bike or
take a transit bus to school. These concerns were provided by school representatives in advance
of the walkabout or developed during the walk. The list has been arranged, as determined by
PDOT, into broad categories of safety and convenience. PDOT, during its investigation, has
identified additional concerns not listed here, but which are evaluated in the report. Following
the first section summarizing concerns is a discussion of collected data and possible solutions. A
final section discusses project selection, summarizes approved and potential short-term solutions,
and lists future projects according to how PDOT would recommend prioritizing them.
Gilbert Heights Elementary SR2S Concerns
Safety Concerns
A. Vehicle speed is too fast
1. Holgate Blvd
2. 130th Avenue
3. 136th Avenue
4. SE Bush, 122nd to 130th
B. Crossings
1. School Crosswalk on Holgate east of 128th Avenue
2. Front pick-up driveway
3. Holgate at 122nd
4. 130th at Powell
C. Pedestrian or bike paths
1. Holgate Blvd
2. 130th Avenue
3. 128th Avenue
4. 136th Avenue
D. Violation of traffic controls
1. Holgate Blvd.
E. Vehicle Congestion
1. Holgate Blvd.
Convenience Issues
A. Pedestrian pathways
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1. Park connection – NE corner
2. Park connection – NW corner
B. Lack of or poor pedestrian or bike connectivity
1. Rear driveway marked crossing not used
2. 130th Avenue – no sidewalk
3. Holgate – missing sidewalk
C. Vehicle Congestion
1. Front pick-up driveway
2. Rear driveway to 130th – bus turning
Summary of Findings and Solutions
Vehicle Speed and Volumes
Vehicle counts were reviewed or collected for the streets of concern and are presented in Table
1, below. From Table 1 it can be seen that vehicle speeds on several streets are excessively high
(posted+5 mph, in bold), including 130th Avenue, 136th Avenue, Raymond and Ellis. Holgate
was identified as a street of concern for speeding, however the recent counts there found that
drivers are driving fairly close to the posted speed limit. Part of the concern with Holgate may
be the current use of beacons there. Drivers on Holgate are only required to drive the 20-mph
school zone speed limit when those beacons are flashing during the morning drop-off and
afternoon pick-up times. A review of the data found that during the 8 AM and 3 PM hours
vehicle speed drops dramatically and indicates good compliance with the 20-mph school zone
speed.
Table 1. Collected Traffic Data
Northbnd
Location
Date
Speed*
th
130 , S/Rhone
12/06
32
130th, S/Bush
12/06
26
th
130 , S/Center
12/06
30
th
130 , S /Cora
6/05
28
136th, N/Holgate 2002
40
136th At Harold
6/02
40
Location
Holgate, W/125th
Holgate, E/128th
Holgate, W/135th
Long, E/128th
Boise, W/126th
Raymond,
E/128th
Steele, E/122nd
Cora, W/132nd
Ellis, E/137th

Southbnd
Speed
32
25
30
31
40
41

Posted
Speed
25
25
25
25
35
35

Northbnd
Volume
899
149
726
899
5365
5124

Southbnd
Volume
731
209
751
911
4596
5007

Total
1630
358
1477
1810
9761
10131

Date
12/06
12/06
12/06
12/06
12/06

Eastbnd
Speed*
37
33
35
25
25

Westbnd
Speed
37
34
36
26
25

Posted
Speed
35
35**
35
25
25

Eastbnd
Volume
3598
3648
2713
75
320

Westbnd
Volume
3422
3301
2267
87
312

Total
7020
6949
4980
162
632

12/06

31

31

25

350

354

704

29

29

25

206

230

436

27
29

29
30

25
25

220
560

256
578

476
1138

12/06
12/06
8/05
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Ellis, E/140th

8/05

30

29

25

159

169

228

Miles per hour - 85th percentile speed; 15% of drivers exceed this. ** School speed 20 when beacons are flashing

SOLUTIONS FOR SAFETY CONCERNS
SOLUTONS FOR SPEEDING
The following street segments have qualified for a speed bump project and have been or will be
offered traffic calming through the Subsidized Purchase Program:
•
•
•

SE 130th Avenue, Powell to Holgate – Approved for funding by Gilbert Heights SR2S
SE Raymond, 128th to 136th
SE Ellis, 136th to 145th

Under the Subsidized Purchase program residents on Local Service streets meeting minimum
speeding and traffic volume requirements are offered speed bump projects that are subsidized for
60% of the construction costs. After approval is obtained through petition from 2/3rds of the
households, funding for 40% of the project costs will need to be arranged by local residents. If
the Gilbert Heights Elementary SR2S team so chose, some portion of the citizen funding could
be accomplished with the Gilbert Heights Elementary SR2S safety funds. Speed bumps cost
$2000 each and the local resident funding match of a subsidized project is $800 per bump.
SE 130th Avenue, Powell to Holgate
The Gilbert Heights Elementary SR2S team approved funding the $5,600 resident portion of the
SE 130th traffic calming project. The public outreach will occur during the fall of 2007 and
winter of 2008. If approved by residents, the speed bumps would be constructed in the spring or
summer of 2008.
Figure 2. Proposed Speed Bump Layout
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SE Raymond, 128th to 136th
SE Raymond has a measured 85th percentile speed of 31 mph in a 25-mph zone. SE Raymond is
recommended for up to 4 speed bumps. The local resident funding match of this project would
be $3,200. This is the amount the Gilbert Heights Elementary SR2S team could assist with.
SE Ellis, 136th to 145th
SE Ellis has a measured 85th percentile speed of 30 mph in a 25-mph zone. SE Ellis is
recommended for up to six speed bumps. The local resident funding match of this project is
$4,800.
Holgate Blvd
As previously discussed, excessive speeding has not been measured on SE Holgate Blvd and
drivers appear to be complying well to the school 20-mph speed when the beacons are flashing.
If the background posted speed limit of 35 miles per hour is considered too high it could be
lowered if ODOT approved a change. The request for investigation by ODOT would need to be
first approved by the City Traffic Engineer and ODOT could take up to a year to complete the
investigation.
SE Holgate Blvd is not a candidate for traffic calming at this time since Holgate is designated as
a Major Emergency Response route. Increased periodic enforcement at times when students
would be walking on Holgate may be the most effective solution.
This crossing and school zone is under consideration for a fire-friendly speed bump test project,
but there is great uncertainty about when such a test might take place.
The Gilbert Heights SR2S team has requested that SE Holgate be investigated for a reduction in
the posted speed zone.
136th Avenue
SE 136th was found to have the highest speeds of any street measured near Gilbert Heights
Elementary. SE 136th, like Holgate, is a Neighborhood Collector street and Major Emergency
Response route. Since quick response by fire vehicles is desired, traffic calming on SE 136th is
not available at this time. SE 136th could be investigated for a speed zone change by ODOT, but
increased periodic enforcement at times when students would be walking on SE 136th may be the
most effective solution.
SE Bush, 122nd to 130th
SE Bush, 122nd to 130th received traffic calming in June of 2000. Some residents who
participated in the walkabout expressed concern that speeds on SE Bush Street were still too
high. A review of the original project data found the project outcomes to be within normal
ranges even though one after count was high. The bump layout design was reviewed and found
to be satisfactory. The only modification that appears to be able to further reduce speeds on SE
Bush is one that removes the existing speed bumps and constructs a revised layout, which has a
high cost and questionable outcome.
SOLUTIONS FOR IMPROVING CROSSING SAFETY
Adult crossing guards are often suggested to improve safety at busy crossings. PDOT would not
discourage Gilbert Heights Elementary from using paid or volunteer adult crossing guards, but
PDOT does not have any pending plans or budget to provide ongoing adult crossing guards for
elementary schools in Portland.
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There are two primary methods to physically change crossings of higher volume roadways and
enhance the safety of crossings. The first is the pedestrian refuge island. Pedestrian refuge
islands are short medians of full-height curb constructed between auto travel lanes, most often at
the centerline of a street. Included in the construction is a pedestrian area where pedestrians may
take refuge, pausing for short periods of time. Pedestrian refuge islands permit the crossing of
half a street at a time so pedestrians only have to find a gap and concentrate on one direction of
traffic at a time (good for younger pedestrians). Pedestrian islands may require auto traffic to
change direction to drive around the island and this may require more parking removal than other
treatments. Pedestrian refuge islands cost approximately $12,000-$30,000.
The second common physical change is called a curb extension. Curb extensions are short
sections of roadside curb that have been constructed closer to the centerline of a street, replacing
the existing curb. Curb extensions improve pedestrian crossing opportunities by reducing the
distance a pedestrian must cross at street level, enabling the use of shorter gaps in vehicle traffic.
Curb extensions increase the visibility between pedestrians and motor vehicle operators by
moving pedestrians closer to the street centerline before entering the roadway. With curb
extensions, pedestrians must still find a gap in two directions of traffic, but curb extensions
typically do not remove as much on-street parking as pedestrian refuge islands. The cost for a
curb extension is $12,000, except when there are storm water management impacts or transit
stops, then cost can increase to $20,000.
Other changes to aid pedestrians crossing busy streets, called operational, include all-way stops
and signals. Both types of enhanced control have a series of national and local standards that
must be met before they are approved. Also, both types of control can reduce some crashes, but
may increase other types. All-way stops are most appropriate at the intersection of two similar
(and lower volume) streets. All-way stop-controlled intersections can be safer than most
intersections for pedestrian crossings because all drivers are expected (and expecting) to stop
every time they arrive there. Unlike signalized intersections, all-way stop-controlled
intersections often operate at lower speeds since none of the approaching traffic is provided
automatic right of way by a green signal. All-way stop control costs approximately $300 per
entering street to install. Signals are similarly used at higher volume intersections. Signals cost
at least $150,000 to install.
There also may be lower-cost parking control or maintenance corrections that would improve the
safety of crossings by increasing the visibility between pedestrians and auto drivers.
Proposed Walking Routes
In reviewing the school service area a map of preferred routes was created in an attempt to focus
on highest priority crossings (Figure 3, next page). It is recommended that students remain on
their side of the barrier streets identified earlier (Holgate, Harold, Powell, 122nd and 136th
Avenue) and wait to cross at controlled locations. Signalized and all-way stop-controlled
crossings may be the best locations to cross; though they may also be the busiest. Enhanced
crossings are the next best location to cross – locations where physical changes have been made
to increase visibility or shorten crossing distances. Marked and signed crossings may alert
drivers to the presence of more pedestrians, but students should be warned that a marked
crossing is no safer than an unmarked crossing. Figure 3 identifies crossings that are
recommended for further review with dashed circles.
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Figure 3. Possible Pathways Map

Additional locations identified for review by plotting pathways include:








Holgate at 122nd Avenue
Holgate at 128th Avenue
Holgate at 136th Avenue
Mall at 136th Avenue
130th Avenue at Powell
130th Avenue at Cora
128th Avenue at Harold

There are two primary methods to physically change crossings of higher volume roadways and
enhance the safety of crossings. The first is the pedestrian refuge island. Pedestrian refuge
islands are short medians of full-height curb constructed between auto travel lanes, most often at
the centerline of a street. Included in the construction is a pedestrian area where pedestrians may
take refuge, pausing for short periods of time. Pedestrian refuge islands permit the crossing of
half a street at a time so pedestrians only have to find a gap and concentrate on one direction of
traffic at a time. Pedestrian islands require auto traffic to change direction to drive around the
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island and this often requires more parking removal than other treatments. Pedestrian refuge
islands cost approximately $10,000-$12,000.
The second common physical change is called a curb extension. Curb extensions are short
sections of roadside curb that have been constructed closer to the centerline of a street, replacing
the existing curb. Curb extensions improve pedestrian crossing opportunities by reducing the
distance a pedestrian must cross at street level, enabling the use of shorter gaps in vehicle traffic.
Curb extensions increase the visibility between pedestrians and motor vehicle operators by
moving pedestrians closer to the street centerline before entering the roadway. With curb
extension pedestrians must still find a gap in two directions of traffic, but curb extensions
typically do not remove as much on-street parking as pedestrian refuge islands. The cost for a
curb extension is approximately $12,000 - $19,000 due to storm water management impacts.
Other changes to aid pedestrians crossing busy streets, called operational, include all-way stops
and signals. Both types of enhanced control have a series of national and local standards that
must be met before they are approved. Also, both types of control can reduce some crashes, but
may increase other types. All-way stops are most appropriate at the intersection of two similar
streets, for example Holgate and 136th Avenue. All-way stop control costs approximately $300
per entering street to install. Signals are similarly used at higher volume intersections. Signals
cost at least $150,000 to install.
There also may be lower-cost parking control or maintenance corrections that would improve the
safety of crossings by increasing the visibility between pedestrians and auto drivers.
Holgate at 122nd
Holgate at 122nd Avenue is a signalized intersection. Holgate is a Neighborhood Collector street
and 122nd Avenue is a Major City Traffic Street. The intersection has had 31 reported crashes
from 2003 through 2006. For the average 29,000 vehicles entering the intersection each day 31
crashes in four years translates into 0.79 crashes per million entering vehicles. PDOT considers
crash rates up to 1 per million entering vehicles to be acceptable. Holgate at 122nd appears to be
operating safely and no further changes are recommended at this time to improve pedestrian
crossing safety. One operational change that might assist pedestrians crossing here are count
down pedestrian signal heads (Figure 4).
Figure 4. Countdown Pedestrian Signal Heads

Holgate at 128th
SE 128th is a T intersection at Holgate with 128th stop-controlled. East of 128th is a mid-block
crosswalk for Gilbert Heights Elementary. The intersection has had two reported crashes from
2003 through 2006. For the average 7800 vehicles entering the intersection each day two crashes
in four years translates into 0.19 crashes per million entering vehicles. Holgate at 128th appears
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to be operating very safely and no further changes are recommended at this time to improve
pedestrian crossing safety.
School Crosswalk on Holgate east of 128th Avenue
During the walkabout it was observed that SE Holgate had stop bars in place that were left over
from when school buses served students from the front of the school. The stop bars had been
placed to provide clearances so that buses could more easily exit the school property. School
buses now serve students from a recently completed rear loading area. As these stop bars are no
longer needed they were approved for removal. School crosswalk signing was reviewed and
approved for relocation closer to the marked crosswalk as part of a gravel path discussed later.
Concerns about vehicle speed at the school crossing are not easily addressed, as previously
discussed. This crossing and school zone is under consideration for a fire-friendly speed bump
test project, but there is great uncertainty about when such a test might take place.
Front pick-up
During the walkabout and subsequent visits it was determined that the existing marked crossing
on the school’s loop driveway was not permanently marked and was in need of pedestrian ramps.
Installation of the marked crosswalk and two ramps were approved as a quick-fix project. Figure
5 shows the completed work.
Figure 5. Completed Front Driveway Ramps and Marked Crossing, Before/After

Holgate at 136th
Holgate at 136th is an all-way stop-controlled intersection. All-way stop-controlled intersections
are considered safer than most intersections for pedestrian crossings because all drivers are
expected (and expecting) to stop every time they arrive there. Unlike signalized intersections,
all-way stop-controlled intersections often operate at lower speeds since none of the approaching
traffic is provided automatic right of way by a green signal. A search of available data found
only six reported crashes near the intersection during 2003 through 2006 (two during ice events).
For the average 14,000 vehicles per day that enter this intersection, six crashes in four years is
0.3 crashes per million entering vehicles. PDOT has established 1 crash per million entering
vehicles as the threshold for more investigation. Holgate at 136th appears to be operating safely
and no further changes are recommended at this time to improve pedestrian crossing safety.
Mall at 136th Avenue
Mall Street is a Local Service street. East of 136th Mall Street is unimproved and until recently
Mall west of 136th was a pedestrian pathway with only sidewalk. The property north of the
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sidewalk recently began development (Figure 6) and Mall will be constructed to west of 135th
Avenue when the development is complete.
Figure 6. SE Mall Street west of 136th Avenue

SE Mall at 136th has had no reported crashes between 2003 and 2006 and appears to be operating
safely. The lack of use of Mall Street likely is the primary reason for a lack of crashes. The
unfinished nature of SE 136th Avenue precludes additional engineering treatments at this time.
Pathway enhancements will be discussed later in the report.
130th at Powell
130th is a T intersection with SE Powell Blvd and is stop-controlled. Powell Blvd is a Major City
Traffic Street with estimated traffic volumes in excess of 20,000 vehicles per day. Both Powell
Blvd and 130th Avenue are missing curb and sidewalk. There have been nine reported crashes
near the intersection during 2003 through 2006, including one pedestrian at-fault crash. For the
average 22,000 vehicles per day that enter this intersection, nine crashes in four years is 0.30
crashes per million entering vehicles, however, the occurrence of a pedestrian-involved crash
merits additional consideration. The existing intersection appears very wide, particularly on the
south side, and construction of curb and sidewalk to define the boundaries of this intersection
may help make this a safer location to cross. Figure 7 (next page) illustrates such a solution and
includes a median island for safer pedestrian crossings.
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Figure 7. SE Powell Blvd at 130th Avenue

130th at Cora
130th and Cora are both Local Service streets with Cora stop-controlled. 130th and Cora is a T
intersection with Cora entering from the east. Cora is a completed street with curb and sidewalk,
but 130th only has a center strip of street pavement. The rear school driveway enters from the
west but is slightly offset north of Cora. SE 130th Avenue south of Cora has a marked and
patrolled school crosswalk and the 130th school zone includes beacons. The intersection has had
no reported crashes from 2003 through 2006. 130th at Cora appears to be operating very safely
and no further changes are recommended at this time to improve pedestrian crossing safety.
During the walkabout and subsequent visits it was noted that the southeast corner has a nonstandard curb ramp that could be improved. The west side of 130th at the school driveway was
recently improved to provide a paved connection from 130th to the sidewalk adjacent to the
school driveway. A better-defined connection may increase visibility on the west side of 130th,
but would require the removal of several large evergreen trees.
128th at Harold
128th at Harold is an all-way stop controlled intersection. 128th is a Local Service Street and
Harold is a Neighborhood Collector that jogs north moving east to west through the intersection
The intersection has had one reported crash from 2003 through 2006. For the average 3000
vehicles entering the intersection each day one crash in four years translates into 0.25 crashes per
million entering vehicles. 128th at Harold appears to be operating safely and no further changes
are recommended at this time to improve pedestrian crossing safety.
SOLUTIONS FOR POOR PEDESTRIAN PATHWAYS
SE Holgate
The south side of Holgate has scattered sections of curb and sidewalk where properties have redeveloped but none opposite the school frontage. While completing the entire south side of
Holgate with curb and sidewalk is beyond the scope of SR2S projects for Gilbert Heights, a
shorter segment of curb and walk to connect between the school crossing on Holgate and SE
128th Avenue could be included in such a list of projects. A temporary curb and gravel pathway
was approved as a quick fix project for the south side of Holgate between 128th Avenue and the
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school crossing to the east. Figure 8 illustrates the improvements that are scheduled for
construction in the fall of 2007 or winter of 2008.
Figure 8. Proposed Gravel Walk, Holgate, 128th to 250 feet East.

The north side of Holgate has sidewalk along the school frontage and in several locations west of
the school out to 122nd Avenue. A short missing segment just west of the school is currently part
of a request for Federal funding. There are two other missing segments to the west on the north
side, totaling about 480 feet that could be included as long-term projects.
Missing curb and sidewalk east of the school on the north side of Holgate is too large a project to
be considered at this time. Holgate east of Gilbert Heights Elementary has a wide pavement
section that provides for travel lanes and a 3-4 foot paved shoulder. Until additional
redevelopment occurs east of the school students should be very cautious walking to school
along Holgate.
130th Avenue
SE 130th Avenue, Powell to Holgate, currently has no sidewalk and almost no curb. SE 130th
Avenue is a Local Service street. The usual way Local Service streets are completed is by
developers, either during original construction or re-development. Alternatively, local residents
can form a Local Improvement District to complete streets. An estimate was made to complete
the pavement, curb and sidewalk on one side of SE 130th from Powell to Holgate and is
estimated to cost $550,000. This level of improvement is beyond the scope of the Safer Routes
program. SE 130th from Powell to Holgate has been approved for funding of a traffic calming
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project and if approved by the local residents this project should do much reduce speeding on SE
130th, making roadside walking safer.
128th Avenue
SE 128th is a Local Service street without significant curb and sidewalk. SE 128th, from Holgate
to Harold, received a traffic calming project in 1999. The average 85th percentile vehicle speed
before the project was 36 mph. Since bump construction, the average 85th percentile speed is 26
mph and ranges from a low of 24 mph (near the bumps) to a high of 30 mph in the 25-mph zone.
Before installation of the speed bumps, 83.7 percent of drivers exceeded the posted 25-mph
speed limit, and 20.9 percent exceeded the limit by 10 mph or more. Since bump construction
31.5 percent of drivers exceed the posted speed limit and 2.1 percent exceed the limit by 10 mph
or more. There does not appear to be additional engineering corrections possible at this time.
136th Avenue
SE 136th is a Neighborhood Collector street and has scattered sections of curb and sidewalk
where properties have re-developed. Several hundred feet of 136th north and south of Holgate
have curb and sidewalk. The east side of 136th north of Holgate is without curb and walk.
North of Holgate, sidewalk only exists on the west side for approximately 250 feet. After that,
curb and sidewalk only exists where properties have redeveloped. This leaves many gaps along
SE 136th Avenue without curb or sidewalk. As discussed earlier, the property on the north side
of Mall Street, west of 136th, is redeveloping and will construct sidewalk north of Mall Street.
On the west side of 136th, north of the development, sidewalk exists another 75 feet north of
where the new work will end. Completion of this link with curb and walk would provide a
pedestrian path between Cora and Mall and enable students walking from the north to use Mall
and 135th to access Holgate.
Figure 9. Sidewalk Improvements, West Side of 136th Avenue, South of Cora

The area east of 136th and south of Harold has undergone significant redevelopment recently.
This has provided several internal connecting paths for students to use to travel north-south
without having to access 136th Avenue until Schiller Street. Between Schiller and Holgate, on
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SE 136th Avenue’s east side, is a 220-ft section without curb and sidewalk. This is similar in size
to the portion of Holgate west of the school for which Federal funding has been requested.
Constructing this missing segment would do much to enabling students east of 136th and south of
Holgate to walk or bike to school (Figure 10).
Figure 10. Sidewalk Improvements, 136th, Schiller to 220 feet North

Mall and 135th Avenue
The connection between SE 136th and Holgate via Mall Street and 135th is substantially complete
with curb and sidewalk most of its length. There are some gaps on the west side that would be
simple to correct and the estimate for the sidewalk infill is $6,600.
VIOLATIONS
Holgate Blvd
Violation of the no parking zones has been observed during the PM pick-up. Enforcement of
traffic laws during school hours may go the farthest to reducing this type of driver error.
Crosswalk law
Current State law requires drivers to stop and stay stopped for pedestrians attempting to cross at
legal crosswalks, marked or unmarked. If the Gilbert Park SR2S team believes that there are
issues related to violations of crosswalk law near the school, PDOT has a targeted enforcement
program where a decoy pedestrian is used. Past traffic safety enforcement actions have been
successful at citing many drivers, cyclists and pedestrians for traffic violations.
SOLUTIONS FOR VEHICLE CONGESTION
Holgate Blvd
On-site management of the pick-up demand is already well managed by Gilbert Heights staff.
The congestion on Holgate Blvd east of 128th due to the coincidence of student pick-up activities
on Holgate and in the school parking lot can be intense, but is usually short-lived. During the
PM pick-up time the number of parents wishing to access the front parking loop exceeds the
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capacity of the space. This results in queuing on Holgate and some parents parking on the south
side and crossing Holgate to access the school when through-drivers are most impatient.
Congestion can be alleviated by one of two common methods. The first is reduction of traffic
and the second is better management of existing traffic.
One method to reduce traffic on Holgate is to alter drop-off and pick-up activities. With streets
and access points on two sides of the school comes the possibility of dividing where drop-off and
pick-up of students occurs based on grade (if this has not already been undertaken). If parents of
younger students continued to use the front loop and parents of older students shifted to 130th
Avenue (not the upper parking lot), congestion on Holgate is likely to decrease. Pick-up on 130th
Avenue is recommended for older children because of the greater distance between the school
and 130th Avenue.
Another possible way to manage traffic on Holgate is to provide a two-way left-turn lane near
the school entrance. Figure 11, below, depicts what this might look like.
Figure 11. Holgate Two-Way Left-Turn Lane Concept

A two-way left-turn lane near the school entrance would provide temporary space for drivers on
Holgate to move out of the way of through drivers. Congestion and driver frustration during
pick-up time has been observed to be rather intense (Figure 12, next page).
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Figure 12. Gilbert Heights Pick Up Congestion on SE Holgate

The paved space on SE Holgate is limited which means that a two-way left-turn lane would
remove from consideration other uses of the space, like for parking. The implementation of a
two-way left-turn lane would permit construction of a median near the school crosswalk and
enhance the safety of that crossing location (Figure 13, below).
Figure 13. Holgate Crosswalk Median
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SOLUTIONS FOR CONVENIENCE ISSUES
Gilbert Heights Park
During the walkabout it was observed that several students access the school via Gilbert Heights
Park, as it is immediately adjacent to the school. Access points include a fence gap at the
northeast corner (Figure 14, below) and gaps in concrete barriers at the northwest corner (Figure
15).
Figure 14. Gilbert Heights Park NE Corner

Figure 15. Gilbert Heights Park NW Corner

The fence gap at the northeast corner of Gilbert Heights Park is a good location for students
walking to school to move off of 130th Avenue. Widening this gap to a standard width would
make the park more usable by students and may permit other uses of the park frontage along
130th, such as angle parking for a secondary loading area. The barrier gaps at the northwest
corner of the park, while functional, are not particularly aesthetic.
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Gilbert Heights Park does not have constructed pathways for students travelling from the
northwest or northeast corners and adding such paths could benefit students and park users.
Figure 16 below depicts where possible path improvements could be made in Gilbert Heights
Park to benefit students and park patrons.
Figure 16. Gilbert Heights Park

Figure 17, below, is one concept to provide a low-maintenance permeable pathway.
Figure 17. Gravel Pathway

SOLUTIONS FOR POOR PATHWAY CONNECTIVITY (BROKEN LINKS)
Rear Driveway
During the walkabout it was observed that the marked crossing in the rear driveway was not
used. It was also observed that this private crossing did not have curb ramps at the south
sidewalk and the north side was planted. A recommendation was made for a quick fix project to
add ramps or sidewalk to better delineate the crossing location. A sidewalk landing was
approved and constructed on the north side of the driveway where the marked crossing
terminates (Figure 18).
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Figure 18. Rear Driveway Crosswalk Before and After

Holgate Blvd.
The north side of Holgate Blvd, just west of the school, is missing sidewalk, though the
remaining space is very wide. A project to improve the frontage of this property was included in
a request for Federal funding and a depiction of the project area is shown in Figure 19, below.
Figure 19. Holgate Sidewalk Proposal

SOLUTIONS FOR VEHICLE CONGESTION
Front Driveway
Gilbert Heights has a well-planned pick-up protocol, but believes it can be managed better.
Parents that pull into the front loop driveway are queued along the east half and directed to a
limited number of parking stalls near the school entrance, as space becomes available. Once a
child has been picked up, drivers leave along the west half of the loop. The school
administration made adjustments during the summer of 2007 to re-stripe the exit pathway to
provide better guidance for parents leaving the school (Figure 20). Entry signing was
recommended as another way to better manage the PM pick-up, though the size and message has
not yet been determined.
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Figure 20. Front Driveway Exit

Rear Driveway Egress
During the walkabout it was observed that buses turning south from the rear driveway had
difficulty, especially when vehicles were on 130th Avenue. It is possible to construct a standard
driveway apron for the upper parking lot that accommodates bus egress, but this would require
the removal of several large evergreen trees.

PROJECT SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDED PRIORITY
When considering how to prioritize projects many factors influence the decision-making process.
Safety, ease of construction and available funds are only a few of the things to consider. As part
of the development of potential solutions PDOT has traditionally sought to find all solutions
without consideration of cost and only after all solutions are identified to consider which projects
are best to move forward. When seeking to encourage walking and biking to school, safety is
PDOT’s first goal and increasing the pleasantness of the commute is secondary.
When determining what projects to move forward, cost is often the greatest influence. For this
reason, once a global list of strategies is determined, the potential solutions are usually divided
into categories of short-term and long-term. Short-term projects have been approved, completed
or are easily attainable in one to two years. Long-term projects are usually cost-prohibitive, are
mutually exclusive of other projects, or conflict with SR2S team desires. An example of
mutually exclusive projects is the choice between a center turn lane and on street parking where
there is not space for both. Long-term projects are included in this report in the event external
funding becomes available.
On the next page is a list of the possible solutions discussed in this report. The short-term
projects are listed in the order of priority with projects already approved by the Gilbert Heights
Safer Routes School Team listed first. Future short-term projects are listed next. Short-term
projects that PDOT believes provide the greatest safety benefit are listed before projects that are
primarily for convenience. Long-term projects are listed in a similar fashion with safety ahead of
convenience.
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Table 2. Gilbert Heights SR2S Strategies
Short-term - Approved and Prioritized by SR2S team (Items in bold are complete)
Rank
Location
Project
Estimated Cost
th
1
SE 130 Avenue
Speed Bumps
$5,600
th
2
Holgate 128 to Crosswalk Gravel Path (South Side)
$6,200
3
Front drop-off loop
Marked Crossing
$300
4
Front drop-off loop
Curb Ramps
$2,000
5
Holgate Crosswalk
Sign Adjustments
$300
6
Rear Driveway
Sidewalk
$500
7
Holgate Near Driveway
Remove stop bars
$300
8
Holgate Driveway Entry
Signing
$300
9
Holgate Blvd
Speed Zone Study
$200
$15,700
Short-term, Ranked by PDOT
Rank
Location
Project
Estimated Cost
th
1
136 , Powell to Foster
Speed Zone Investigation
$200
2
SE Ellis, 136th to 145th
Speed Bumps
$3,200
3
SE Raymond, 128th to 136th
Speed Bumps
$4,800
th
4
130 at Cora
Corner Reconstruct
$4,000
5
Holgate at 122nd
Pedestrian Countdown Signals
$3,200
6
Holgate
Divide pick up by grade level
0
7
Gilbert Heights Park
Fence opening on 130th Ave
$500
8
SE 130th , N/Cora
Angle Parking Signs (West
$500
Side)
9
Gilbert Heights Park
Gravel Trail – east side
$8,000
10
Gilbert Heights Park
Gravel Trail – west side
$10,500
11
Holgate School Crosswalk
Enforcement Action
0
nd
th
12
Bush, 122 to 130
Speed Bump Redo
$13,000
$47,900
Long-term, Ranked by PDOT
Rank
Location
Project
Estimated Cost
th
Holgate west of 128
Curb and Sidewalk
1
$53,800
(North Side)
(Federal Grant funded)
2
SE 136th north of Schiller
Curb and Sidewalk (E. Side)
$90,000
th
3
SE 136 south of Cora
Curb and Sidewalk (W. side)
$35,000
4
SE 135th Avenue
Sidewalk In-fill (W. side)
$6,600
Curb and Sidewalk (2
5
Holgate west of 125th
$112,000
segments)
Holgate east of 128th
Curb and Sidewalk
$95,000
6
(South Side)
7
130th Driveway
Bus Driveway Apron
$12,000
Offset Speed Tables (Fire
8
Holgate School Zone
$9,000
Friendly)
9
Powell at 130th
Curb and Sidewalk
$70,000
10
Holgate east of 128th
Two-way Left-turn Lane
$9,000
11
Holgate east of 128th
Pedestrian Median
$12,000
$504,400
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Gilbert Heights Elementary
Safe Routes to School Strategies Report
January 2009 Update
On November 17, 2008 City staff met with the Gilbert Heights Principal and Mark White of the
Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood Association to finalize the Gilbert Heights SR2S project list.
While the speed bumps on SE 130th remain a priority, the need to reconstruct the roadway places
the project into the long-term category. Signing for the Holgate driveway entrance has been
removed (Table 4) as no effective message could be identified. Improvements to Gilbert
Heights Park have been moved to the end of the long-term list because a park improvement
project is anticipated that will make those and other corrections. Lastly, since the November
meeting revised costs for speed bumps have been developed and the subsidy program terminated.
The new costs for speed bump projects are reflected in the revised project list. Table 3, below,
summarizes the finalized project list for Gilbert Heights.
Table 3. Gilbert Heights SR2S Strategies
Short-term - Approved and Prioritized by SR2S team (Items in bold are complete)
Rank
Location
Project
Estimated Cost
th
1
Holgate 128 to Crosswalk Gravel Path (South Side)
$6,200
2
Front drop-off loop
Marked Crossing
$300
3
Front drop-off loop
Curb Ramps
$2,000
4
Holgate Crosswalk
Sign Adjustments
$300
5
Rear Driveway
Sidewalk
$500
6
Holgate Near Driveway
Remove stop bars
$300
7
Holgate Blvd
Speed Zone Study
$200
$9,800
Short-term, Ranked by SR2S Team
Rank
Location
Project
Estimated Cost
1
136th, Powell to Foster
Speed Zone Investigation
$200
th
th
2
SE Ellis, 136 to 145
Speed Bumps
$10,000
3
SE Raymond, 128th to 136th
Speed Bumps
$15,000
th
4
130 at Cora
Corner Reconstruct
$4,000
nd
5
Holgate at 122
Pedestrian Countdown Signals
$3,200
6
Holgate
Divide pick up by grade level
0
th
7
SE 130 , N/Cora
Angle Parking Signs (West
$500
Side)
8
Holgate School Crosswalk
Enforcement Action
0
9
Bush, 122nd to 130th
Speed Bump Redo
$13,000
$45,900
Long-term, Ranked by SR2S Team
Rank
Location
Project
Estimated Cost
th
Holgate west of 128
Curb and Sidewalk
1
$53,800
(North Side)
(Federal Grant funded)
Road Reconstruction and
SE 130th Avenue
$120,000
2
Speed Bumps
3
SE 136th north of Schiller
Curb and Sidewalk (E. Side)
$90,000
4
SE 136th south of Cora
Curb and Sidewalk (W. side)
$35,000
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5

SE 135th Avenue

6

Holgate west of 125th

Sidewalk In-fill (W. side)
Curb and Sidewalk (2
segments)

7

Curb and Sidewalk

$95,000

8

Holgate east of 128th
(South Side)
130th Driveway

$12,000

9

Holgate School Zone

10
11
12
13
14
15

Powell at 130th
Holgate east of 128th
Holgate east of 128th
Gilbert Heights Park
Gilbert Heights Park
Gilbert Heights Park

Bus Driveway Apron
Offset Speed Tables (Fire
Friendly)
Curb and Sidewalk
Two-way Left-turn Lane
Pedestrian Median
Fence opening on 130th Ave
Gravel Trail – east side
Gravel Trail – west side

Table 4. Projects Removed from Consideration
Location
Project
Holgate Driveway Entry
Signing
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$6,600
$112,000

$9,000
$70,000
$9,000
$12,000
$500
$8,000
$10,500
$643,400

Estimated Cost
$300

